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Abstract: Flooding is a major concern globally affecting many countries around the world, including Malaysia. As
Earth undergo global climate change, intensified flood events are also expected to increase. One of the available
structural flood mitigation measures is the implementation of levees. Effective and economical in preventing floods,
levees can also be integrated into urban landscaping works and consequently improve the aesthetic appeal of the
river frontage. However, levees also pose a critical risk as it can be catastrophic if any stretch of the levee structure
fails. This paper summarizes the type of levee failures that can occur and discusses the basic design checks required
thus providing levee designers an overview of the risks that needs to be addressed to ensure adequate levee design.
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1. Introduction
Flooding is one of the natural disasters occurring throughout the world with varied severity causing devastating

losses to its’ victims. Flood inundation causes loss of lives, property damages, disruption of traffic as well as decreased
crop yield production. Based on the data set of 73 nations for annual deaths occurring from natural disasters between
1980 to 2002, Venezuela topped the average deaths per flood with 2,015.7330 followed by China (328.4300) and India
(291.7245). Concurrently, Malaysia was ranked 54th with 7.5385 average deaths per flood [1]. Although the number of
deaths due to flooding in Malaysia was not as critical when compared to other countries, the most frequent type of natural
disaster that occurred between the year 1968-2004 was flooding which had mainly affected the eastern and northern part
of Peninsular Malaysia [2].

Flooding occurs when part of the dry land area becomes submerged with excess water due to the overflowing of
nearby water bodies and/or excessive urban runoffs. Climate change, rise of the sea levels, urbanization and deforestation
are some of the factors that contribute to increased impact of deadly floods. However, flood occurrence can also be
intentional as reflected in the 1938 Yellow River flood in China where the river dike was strategically breached to halt
the approach of the invading Japanese armies. The intentional flooding had decimated approximately 500,000 people [3].
More recently in 2017, monsoon flooding had affected Nepal, India and Bangladesh between June to September and was
described as the worst flood to hit South Asia in a decade killing more than 1,400 people [4]. Contrarily, the worst
flooding event that hit Malaysia in 2017 occurred in November, affecting the northern states of Penang and Kedah with
a death toll of at least 7 people [5]. Intensified flood events are expected to increase as Earth undergo global climate
change.
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2. Levee as A Flood Mitigation Option
Structural flood mitigation in addressing flooding hazards includes the construction of dams, floodwalls, levees,

revetments, pump stations and the deepening of river channels [6], [7]. The most economical flood mitigation option for
reducing flood risks is the construction of levees, which are also known as dikes and earth embankments [8], [9]. Levees
are defined as raised earth embankments built along rivers, lakes and seas to protect floodplains and low-lying areas from
flooding [10]–[12]. Fig. 1 shows a schematic diagram of a levee structure by the river. A floodplain area protected by a
levee system not only reduces the risk of flooding, but it will also subsequently attract development and thus increase the
land value behind the levee [9], [13]. In urban areas, levees can also serve dual purposes where the design would integrate
landscape works and improve the river frontage aesthetic appeal. This is usually done by creating landscaped greenery
on the levee surface or constructing attractive flood walls with walkways.

Fig. 1 - Schematic diagram of river levee

Setbacks when constructing levees include land acquisition, especially in urban and industrialized areas where the
market value of land is generally higher than those of rural areas, not to mention the opposition and resettlement issues
faced by local governments throughout the process [14]–[16]. In such areas, alternative to structural flood mitigation
options are preferable, such as increasing the floodplain areas, improving stormwater management by restoring wetlands
and implementing water retention ponds, as well as introducing ripraps in rivers to slow runoffs [17], [18].

In Malaysia, flood mitigation projects have been one of the key highlights tabled in the natinal budget every year.
Between 2016 and 2018, a total of RM1.742 billion has been allocated to resolve flood problems in the country [19]–
[21]. Some of the major levee implementation projects that has been completed in Malaysia can be found at Sungai Perai
(Penang), Sungai Muda (Kedah) and Sungai Kerian (Perak, Kedah and Pulau Pinang). These levee projects have benefited
the communities previously living in flood prone areas by reducing flood occurrences and improving their social-
economic life. Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 show examples of the levee system built at Sungai Kerian and Sungai Muda respectively.

Fig. 2 - Sungai Kerian levee system Fig. 3 - Sungai Muda levee system

An exemplar model of levee design and application can be found in the Netherlands, where a large part of the country
is situated below the sea level. The country’s flood prone areas along the main rivers, estuaries, Lake IJssel the North
Sea has more than 50 major levee systems integrating both natural and man-made defences stretching approximately
3,300 km [22]. An absence of this exceptional flood defence system would certainly cause 60% of the country to be hit
by flood incidences periodically [23]. The Netherlands commitment in preventing floods is reflected in their spectacular
technological development, notably the Delta Works which was awarded the 2013 Awards of Excellence for Major Civil
Engineering Project by the International Federation of Consulting Engineers [24]. The idea behind the series of projects
comprised in the Delta Works was to reduce the Dutch coastline and manage water more effectively in order to avoid the
repetition of the infamous 1953 North Sea flood which submerged 400,000 ha of land and caused 1,800 fatalities [17].

It is well understood that levee systems prevent excess runoffs and high flows of water from entering floodplain
areas. However, no levee system can eliminate the flood risks completely [25]–[27]. In the process of designing a reliable



levee system, it is good engineering practice to address all the risks that would affect the structural integrity of the levee
leading to its’ failure. Common methods in providing levees with additional protection and thus lowering flooding risks
is by reinforcing levee with either concrete, steel or geotextiles. This paper will further discuss the susceptibility of levee
failures and explore the basic design checks of river levee design.

3. Levee Failure
Levee failure is one of the contributing factors of flood disasters that occur every year around the world. Levee

failure ensues when the levee system is incapable of achieving its design capability to provide protection as a flood
defence system [28]. Examples of past catastrophic levee failures that involved a high number of deaths and huge
economic losses include the 1421 St. Elizabeth’s flood, the 1953 North Sea flood, the 1998 Yangtze River flood and the
2005 New Orleans flood [29]–[32]. Inadequate design, poor construction methods and lack of maintenance was a few of
many reasons that can lead to the vulnerability of the levee system, causing it to break and fail [9]. According to the
USACE Engineer Manual No. 1110-2-1913 [33], identified causes of levee failure were due to overtopping, surface
erosion, internal erosion and slides within the levee embankment or the foundation soils.

3.1 Overtopping
Levee overtopping happens when flood or storm surge overflows the levee crown and creates fast flowing, turbulent

water velocities on the landward side slope of the levee structure [34], [35]. This occurrence causes damage to the levee
grass coverings, which in turn causes the underlying soil susceptible to scour and erosion. Prolonged overtopping will
eventually lead to decreased crest elevation and possibly levee breach [36]. There are three types of possible levee
overtopping: (a) wave overtopping; (b) surge overtopping; and (c) combined wave and surge overtopping [34]–[37]. Fig.
4 illustrates these three overtopping scenarios. Coastal levees have higher risk of overtopping occurrence when compared
to river levees because of the varying sea levels based on the tidal phenomena and strong winds. When Katrina hurricane
hit the city of New Orleans in 2005, the levee system surrounding the city was overtopped causing around 80% of the
city to be submerged with approximately 1,300 fatalities [38], [39].

Recent researches in ascertaining that the levee system does not subside below design threshold include using space-
based synthetic aperture radar interferometry (InSAR) which provides synoptic vertical land motion measurements [40];
and the Boussinesq wave model which uses a detailed hydrodynamic simulations of wave and surge overtopping [41].

Fig. 4 - Possible levee overtopping scenarios [34]

3.2 Surface erosion
Soil erosion is the process of detachment and transport of soil particles caused by the energy transmitted from water

and wind [42], [43]. The main factors that influence the erodibility of a soil or rock are the erosion rate, the velocity of
the water and the hydraulic shear stress applied at the soil or rock – water interface [38], [44]. The Erosion Function
Apparatus (EFA) can be used to measure in-situ erosion where erodibility of soils is categorized from very high
erodibility (Category I) to non-erosive (Category VI) using the model as per equation (1), where  =erosion rate (m/s);
 =water velocity (m/s); (𝜏 𝜏𝑐 )=net shear stress (Pa);  =mass density of water (kg/m3); and all other quantities
are
parameters characterizing the soil being eroded [38], [44]–[46]. These erosion categories can be presented in terms of
velocity (Fig. 5) or shear stress (Fig. 6).

𝑍 𝜏 𝜏𝑐
𝑚

(1)
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Fig. 5 - Erosion categories based on velocity (m/s) [44]

Fig. 6 - Erosion categories based on shear stress (Pa) [44]

As the topography of area varies from one levee location to another, the resistance of soil towards erosion plays a
major part in determining the type of soil to be used for the construction of levees. The presence of grass covers on the
levee slope surface can greatly increase its’ erosion resistance, though it is interesting to note that the way of maintenance
of the grass has little effect on the strength of the inner slope [47]. Other factors that may affect the erodibility of levees
include soil compaction and cross section geometry.

3.3 Internal Erosion
Internal erosion in levees is described as the erosion of soil particles induced by hydraulic forces inflicted by water

flowing through a body of soil or rock [48], [49]. When the body of soil can no longer resist the magnitude of the hydraulic
forces (unstable core material), an initiation of seepage and piping can follow, progress and lead to its failure [50], [51].
This mode of failure is found to be the second most frequent cause of embankment failure after overtopping and the most
recurrent cause of embankment structural failure [52]. Initiation mechanism of internal erosion such as backward erosion,
contact erosion, concentrated leak and suffusion may be instigated either through the embankment, its foundation or
embankment to foundation [50], [53].

Internal erosion failure can be difficult to detect whereby common detection methods rely on visual inspection
limited to the external surface area of the levee. Alternative detection methods were developed by various researchers
incorporating either/or a combination of multigeophysics, remote sensing, machine learning and ground penetrating radar
[48], [54]–[58]. These research advancements enable early detection on the progression of internal erosion in levees and
consequently provide additional warning time for the relevant authorities to avert and mitigate probable catastrophic
failures.

3.4 Slides Within the Levee Embankment or the Foundation Soils
Slides failure can be categorized into upstream slides and downstream slides. Downstream slides comprise any form

of sliding movement of the downstream slope such as sloughing (gradual sliding initiated by seepage within the
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embankment), through the embankment (slide area passes through the embankment only) and through the embankment
and foundation (slide area passes through the embankment and the foundation); whereas upstream slides comprise any
form of sliding movement at the upstream slope of the embankment with an addition initiation by drawdown of the water
level [52]. Soil liquefaction triggered by earthquakes or other sudden change in the stress condition of soil can also cause
slides, as illustrated in Fig. 7 when the 1995 Kobe earthquake in Osaka, Japan caused damage to the Yodo River levee
[59]. Slump slides that occur along a long levee stretch can be difficult to detect and usually overlooked. They are usually
identified by physical survey but there are also advanced tools using remote sensing data available to create a slide
detection model [60]–[64].

Fig. 7 - Slides due to earthquake triggered soil liquefaction at the Yodo River levee [59]

4. Levee Design
Besides the obvious requirement of protecting flood plain areas, levee design consideration should be taken in terms

of the economic and social aspects too. A responsible levee design should be built within the allocated budget and fulfil
all the basic needs of the adjacent community including access for the future maintenance of the levee. There are three
(3) failure mode checks that are typically being analysed which are overtopping, seepage and slope instability [65]. Some
of the related design guidelines available for river levee design include United Kingdom’s CIRIAC749 guide to EN 1997
Eurocode 7: Geotechnical design, The Netherlands’s CUR-TAW Report 142 and United States’ USACE Engineer
Manual No. 1110-2-1913. Currently, levee design in Malaysia conform to the DID Manual Volume 1 – Flood
Management.

4.1 Check Against Overtopping
The levee height design is based on the flood water level of the river section and the expected levee settlement within

its’ design life [66], [67]. Fundamentally, the levee height should be designed above the expected flood levels with
consideration on combined wave and surge overtopping. Additional crown elevation with sufficient freeboard may be
added to prevent flood or storm surge overflow due to the generated waves caused by wind [36], [68]. Freeboard is
defined as the vertical distance between the surface of water elevation and crown of the levee elevation [69]. The various
design guidelines’ requirement for the levee height calculation is summarized in Table 1. Although CIRIA C749 guide
to EN 1997 Eurocode 7: Geotechnical design did not specify its’ minimum freeboard requirement, the guideline
referenced [70], [71] for details of levee crest levels. In the case where the levee is designed to overtop, the resilience
design of the levee is critical and levee strengthening is to be provided against erosion [37].

4.2 Seepage Analysis
Seepage analysis is required to understand the water flow and pore pressures within the levee that may trigger internal

erosion and slides. The two types of seepage analyses are steady-state and transient, where transient analysis is applied
for circumstances when the water level of the river is expected to fluctuate [72]. The determination of the pore water
pressure or the phreatic line through the levee body is essential to further analyse the slope stability [73]. An increase of
the pore water pressure will result in a decrease of the effective stress in the soil thus leading to a reduced factor of safety
for the slope [74]. Determination of the phreatic line can be done using simple models, geometrical, analytical or
numerical methods [73], [75]. Albeit complex numerical approach such as the finite element method provide a more
thorough analysis, most geotechnical engineering practice adapt a simplified approach to determine the phreatic line [76],
[77]. Fig. 8 illustrates a typical phreatic or seepage line that may be obtained for a levee structure. In the case where an
embankment has a seepage exit face, seepage control must be provided to prevent piping. Various seepage controls to
lower the phreatic line include toe drainage systems, cut-off walls, relief wells and deep mixing ground improvement
[78]–[81].



Table 1 - Design requirement for levee height [33], [67], [84], [85]

Design
guideline Height of levee Design water level Minimum

freeboard

Surplus
height

Overtopping

CIRIA C749
guide to EN

1997 Eurocode
7: Geotechnical

design

Not covered in the
guideline.

Return period of at
least 1% probability
of being exceeded
in the design life

structure.

Not
covered in

the
guideline

Not covered in
the guideline.

To provide adequate
protection and
resilient level for
levees that are
designed to
overtop.

CUR-TAW
Report 142

USACE
Engineer

Manual No.
1110-2-1913

DID Manual
Volume 1 -
Flood

Management

Based on design
water level,
freeboard and
surplus height.

Based on risk-based
analysis (hydraulic
uncertainties) and
deterministic

analysis (settlement,
shrinkage, cracking,
geologic subsidence
and construction
tolerances).

Based on design
water level and
freeboard.

Based on maximum
high water level

during 16,500 m3/s
discharge at Lobinth,
where the Rhines

enters The
Netherlands.
No additional
remarks.

Average Recurrence
Interval (ARI) of

25-50 years for rural
areas and 100 years

for

0.50 m To include the
settlement of
the levee

within the next
50 years.

0.61 m To be included
in the

deterministic
analysis.

0.60 m To be included
in freeboard
calculations.

Freeboard provided
up to the

permissible rate of
flow over the crest
and inner slope of
levee due to wave
overtopping.
1V:6-10H on

downstream slopes
to minimize scour
from overtopping.
Overtopping to be

avoided.

Overtopping to be
avoided.

urban areas.

Fig. 8 - Line of seepage (BC) and seepage exit face (CD) for a homogeneous earth dam
on an impermeable foundation [82]

4.3 Slope Stability Analysis
Slope stability analysis is performed to determine the factor of safety of the levee structure. It is an analysis of force

and/or moment equilibrium which can be computed in respect of (1) total unit weights and boundary water pressures; or
(2) buoyant unit weights and boundary water pressure – where the former of the alternatives is preferred as it is less
complicated [83]. Limit equilibrium methods are widely used to determine the stability of earth slopes. Table 2 lists some
of the well-known limit equilibrium methods and their respective equations of statics satisfied.

As all limit equilibrium methods does not consider strain and displacement compatibility, it is recommended to use
methods that satisfies both moment and force equilibrium for a more accurate result of the minimum factor of safety [83],
[86], [87]. A factor of safety greater than 1.0 signifies that a slope would be stable but due to the uncertainties involved
in analysis, a higher value of factor of safety is preferred [88]. The minimum required factor of safety for various design
guidelines is specified in Table 3. It is important to note that both the CIRIA C749 guide to EN 1997 Eurocode 7:
Geotechnical design and the CUR-TAW Report 142 uses the partial factor of safety and limit states design approach,
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whereas both the USACE Engineer Manual No. 1110-2-1913 and the DID Manual Volume 1 - Flood Management uses
an overall factor of safety design approach for its slope stability analysis [33], [67], [84], [85].

Table 2 - Equations of statics satisfied [86], [87]

Method
Moment

equilibrium
Force

equilibrium
Ordinary or Fellenius Yes No
Bishop’s Simplified Yes No
Janbu’s Simplified No Yes

Spencer Yes Yes
Morgenstern-Price Yes Yes

Corps of Engineers - 1 No Yes
Corps of Engineers - 2 No Yes

Lowe- Karafiath No Yes
Janbu Generalized Yes (by slice) Yes

Sarma – vertical slices Yes Yes

Table 3 - Minimum factor of safety [33], [67], [84], [85]

Design guideline
Minimum

factor of safety
Condition

CIRIA C749 guide to EN 1997 Eurocode 7:
Geotechnical design

1.0 All conditions

CUR-TAW Report 142 1.0 All conditions
USACE Engineer Manual No. 1110-2-1913 1.3

1.4

1.0-1.2

End of
construction
Long term

(steady seepage)
Rapid drawdown

DID Manual Volume 1 - Flood Management 2.0 All conditions

5. Conclusion
Due to global warming, flood occurrences are expected to increase and the economic benefits of implementing levee

as a flood mitigation option in Malaysia outweighs the risk of flood losses. Mechanism of levee failures include
overtopping, surface erosion, internal erosion and slides within the levee embankment of the foundation soils. The three
basic design checks for levee systems are (1) check against overtopping; (2) seepage analysis; and (3) slope stability
analysis. Malaysia’s DID Manual Volume 1 – Flood Management, considers these three basic checks. However, it is
important to note that levee design checks are not limited to these three criteria and in this aspect, the DID Manual
Volume 1 – Flood Management lacks comprehensiveness especially to cater for the country’s specific needs such as
monsoon planning and agricultural needs. Other checks such as stress analysis and dynamic loading are recommended
depending on the site conditions and external loads imposed on the levee system. In the authors’ opinion, is advisable for
levee designers in Malaysia to include other guidelines as their cross reference to ensure a reliable design approach.
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